General News and Announcements

Please plan to attend the final “Continental Coffee Hour” of the semester on Wednesday, May 4 at 3:30. We will announce the winners of the TA Teaching Award and the Adjunct Teaching Award, and will bid goodbye to a few treasured members of the department.

Meetings

No more department meetings this semester! Next semester’s meetings will be announced in the upcoming MCLanguage Matters.

Deadlines

LLC

The LLC will be closed for the summer as of Tuesday, May 17, at 5:00 pm. Please return all outstanding items before this date.

Kudos

- Dr. Julia Lieberman gave a presentation titled "A Seventeenth Century Merchant's Voyage from Amsterdam to Jerusalem" to the Saint Louis University Study Group on Cross-Cultural History, on April 8.

- Mr. Russell Tallant, who received his M.A. in Spanish from SLU in December 2010, was inducted into the Jesuit Honor Society Alpha Sigma Nu in March. He has also been included in Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. Mr. Tallant continues to teach Spanish in our department.

- Two of our Spanish graduate students attended the Eighth Annual Graduate Student Conference on Luso-Brazilian and Hispanic Literature, Linguistics, and Culture at Indiana University, Bloomington March 5, 2011. Kami Jones presented "Clique and Outcasts in the Second Language Classroom: Navigating Student Differences in Order to Maximize Learning," and Christen Parker presented "Music as More than Diversion in the L2 Classroom."

- Emily Horn, Meghan Mach, Nika Setek and Amy Wilhelm have all passed their Master’s exam in Spanish. Felicitaciones a todas!